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Abstrat
Understanding the star formation proess is entral to muh of modern
astrophysis. For several deades it has been thought that stellar birth is
primarily ontrolled by the interplay between gravity and magnetostati
support, modulated by ambipolar diusion. Reently, however, both ob-
servational and numerial work has begun to suggest that supersoni in-
terstellar turbulene rather than magneti elds ontrols star formation.
Supersoni turbulene an provide support against gravitational ollapse
on global sales, while at the same time it produes loalized density en-
hanements that allow for ollapse on small sales. The eieny and
timesale of stellar birth in Galati moleular louds strongly depend
on the properties of the interstellar turbulent veloity eld, with slow, in-
eient, isolated star formation being a hallmark of turbulent support,
and fast, eient, lustered star formation ourring in its absene.
1 Introdution
Stars are important. They are the primary soure of radiation (with ompe-
tition from the 3K blak body radiation of the osmi mirowave bakground
and from aretion proesses onto blak holes in ative galati nulei, whih
themselves are likely to have formed from stars), and of all hemial elements
heavier than the H and He that made up the primordial gas. The Earth it-
self onsists primarily of these heavier elements, alled metals in astronomial
terminology. Metals are produed by nulear fusion in the interior of stars,
with the heaviest elements produed during the passage of the nal supernova
shokwave through the most massive stars. To reah the hemial abundanes
observed today in our solar system, the material had to go through many y-
les of stellar birth and death. In a literal sense, we are star dust.
Stars are also our primary soure of astronomial information and, hene,
are essential for our understanding of the universe and the physial proesses
that govern its evolution. At optial wavelengths almost all natural light
we observe in the sky originates from stars. In daytime this is more than
obvious, but it is also true at night. The Moon, the seond brightest objet
in the sky, reets light from our Sun, as do the planets, while virtually every
other extraterrestrial soure of visible light is a star or a olletion of stars.
Throughout the millenia, these objets have been the observational targets of
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traditional astronomy, and dene the elestial landsape, the onstellations.
When we look at a dark night sky, we an also note dark pathes of obsuration
along the band of the Milky Way. These are louds of dust and gas that blok
the light from stars further away.
Sine about half a entury ago we know that these louds are assoiated
with the birth of stars (for a histori aount see Herbig 2002). The advent
of new observational instruments and tehniques gave aess to astronomial
information at wavelengths far shorter and longer that visible light. It is now
possible to observe astronomial objets at wavelengths ranging high-energy
γ-rays down to radio frequenies. Espeially useful for studying these dark
louds are radio and sub-mm wavelengths, at whih they are transparent.
Observations now show that all star formation ourring in the Milky Way is
assoiated with these dark louds.
These louds are dense enough, and well enough proteted from dissoiat-
ing UV radiation by self-shielding and dust sattering in their surfae layers
for hydrogen to be mostly in moleular form in their interior. The density and
veloity struture of moleular louds is extremely omplex and follows hierar-
hial saling relations that appear to be determined by supersoni turbulent
motions (e.g. Williams, Blitz, & MKee 2000). Moleular louds are large,
and their masses exeed the threshold for gravitational ollapse by far when
taking only thermal pressure into aount. Naively speaking, they should be
ontrating rapidly and form stars at very high rate. This is generally not
observed. The star formation eieny of moleular louds in the solar neigh-
borhood is estimated to be of order of a few perent (e.g. Elmegreen 1991,
MKee 1999).
For many years it was thought that support by magneti pressure against
gravitational ollapse oered the best explanation for the low rate of star for-
mation. In this so alled standard theory of star formation, developed by Shu
(1977; and see Shu, Adams, & Lizano 1987), Moushovias & Spitzer (1976),
Nakano (1976), and others, interstellar magneti elds prevent the ollapse of
gas lumps with insuient mass to ux ratio, leaving dense ores in mag-
netohydrostati equilibrium. The magneti eld ouples only to eletrially
harged ions in the gas, though, so neutral atoms an only be supported by
the eld if they ollide frequently with ions. The diuse interstellar medium
(ISM) with number densities n of order unity remains ionized highly enough so
that neutral-ion ollisional oupling is very eient (see Moushovias 1991).
In dense ores, where n > 105 m−3, ionization frations drop below parts
per million. Neutral-ion ollisions no longer ouple the neutrals tightly to the
magneti eld, so the neutrals an diuse through the eld in a proess known
in astrophysis as ambipolar diusion. This allows gravitational ollapse to
proeed in the fae of magnetostati support, but on a timesale as muh as
an order of magnitude longer than the free-fall time, drawing out the star
formation proess.
Reently, however, both observational and theoretial results have begun
to ast doubt on the standard theory (for a reent ompilation see Ma Low
& Klessen 2003). While theoretial onsiderations point against singular
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isothermal spheres as starting onditions of protostellar ollapse as postulated
by the theory (see Whitworth et al. 1996, Nakano 1998, Desh & Moushovias
2001), there is a series of observational ndings that put other fundamental
assumptions of the standard theory into question as well. For example, the
observed magneti eld strengths in moleular loud ores appear too weak
to provide support against gravitational ollapse (Cruther 1999, Bourke et
al. 2001). At the same time, the infall motions measured around star forming
ores extend too broadly (e.g. Tafalla et al. 1998 or Williams et al. 1999 for
L1544), while the entral density proles of ores are atter than expeted for
isothermal spheres (e.g. Bamann et al. 2000). Furthermore, the hemially
derived ages of loud ores are omparable to the free-fall time instead of the
muh longer ambipolar diusion timesale (Bergin & Langer 1997). Observa-
tions of young stellar objets also appear disordant. Aretion rates appear
to derease rather than remain onstant, far more embedded objets have
been deteted in loud ores than predited, and the spread of stellar ages in
young lusters does not approah the ambipolar diusion time (as disussed
in the review by André et al. 2000).
These inonsistenies suggest to look beyond the standard theory, and we
do so by seeking inspiration from the lassial dynamial piture of star for-
mation whih we reonsider in the light of the reent progress in desribing
and understanding moleular loud turbulene. Rather than relying on qua-
sistati evolution of magnetostatially supported objets, a new dynamial
theory of star formation invokes supersoni interstellar turbulene to ontrol
the star formation proess. We argue that this is both suient to explain star
formation in Galati moleular louds and more onsistent with observations.
Our line of reasoning leads us rst to a general introdution of the onept
of turbulene (Setion 2), whih is then followed by an analysis of its deay
properties (Setion 3). As our arguments rely to a large degree on results from
numerial models we give a brief introdution into numerial simulations of
supersoni turbulene (Setion 4). We then disuss how loal ollapse an
our in globally stable interstellar gas louds (Setion 5) and investigate the
physial proesses that may prevent or promote this ollapse (Setion 6) lead-
ing to either more lustered or more isolated modes of star formation (Setion
7). We deal with the timesales of star formation (Setion 8) and disuss how
the inlusion of magneti elds may inuene moleular loud fragmentation
(Setion 9). We also disuss spei preditions of the new theory of turbulent
star formation for protostellar mass aretion rates (Setion 10) and for the
resulting stellar mass spetra (Setion 11). We then speulate about physial
sales of interstellar turbulene in our Galaxy (Setion 12), and ask what sets
the overall eieny of star formation (Setion 13) and what terminates the
proess on sales of individual star forming regions (Setion 14). At the end
of this review (Setion 15), we summarize our results and onlude that in-
deed the hypothesis that stellar birth is ontrolled by the omplex interplay
between supersoni turbulene and self-gravity oers an attrative pathway
towards a onsistent and omprehensive theory of star formation.
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2 Turbulene
At this point, we should briey disuss the onept of turbulene, and the
dierenes between supersoni, ompressible (and magnetized) turbulene,
and the more ommonly studied inompressible turbulene. We mean by
turbulene, in the end, nothing more than the gas ow resulting from random
motions at many sales. We furthermore will use in the disussion below only
the very general properties and saling relations of turbulent ows, fousing
mainly on eets of ompressibility. For a more detailed disussion of the
omplex statistial harateristis of turbulene, we refer the reader to the
book by Lesieur (1997).
Most studies of turbulene treat inompressible turbulene, harateris-
ti of most terrestrial appliations. Root-mean-square (rms) veloities are
subsoni, and density remains almost onstant. Dissipation of energy ours
entirely in the enters of small vorties, where the dynamial sale ℓ is shorter
than the length on whih visosity ats ℓvisc. Kolmogorov (1941) desribed a
heuristi theory based on dimensional analysis that aptures the basi behav-
ior of inompressible turbulene surprisingly well, although subsequent work
has rened the details substantially. He assumed turbulene driven on a large
sale L, forming eddies at that sale. These eddies interat to from slightly
smaller eddies, transferring some of their energy to the smaller sale. The
smaller eddies in turn form even smaller ones, until energy has asaded all
the way down to the dissipation sale ℓvisc.
In order to maintain a steady state, equal amounts of energy must be trans-
ferred from eah sale in the asade to the next, and eventually dissipated,
at a rate
E˙ = ηv3/L, (1)
where η is a onstant determined empirially. This leads to a power-law distri-
bution of kineti energy E ∝ v2 ∝ k−10/3, where k = 2π/ℓ is the wavenumber,
and density does not enter beause of the assumption of inompressibility.
Most of the energy remains near the driving sale, while energy drops o
steeply below ℓvisc. Beause of the loal nature of the asade in wavenumber
spae, the visosity only determines the behavior of the energy distribution at
the bottom of the asade below ℓvisc, while the driving only determines the
behavior near the top of the asade at and above L. The region in between
is known as the inertial range, in whih energy transfers from one sale to
the next without inuene from driving or visosity. The behavior of the ow
in the inertial range an be studied regardless of the atual sale at whih L
and ℓvisc lie, so long as they are well separated. The behavior of higher order
struture funtions Sp(~r) = 〈{v(~x)− v(~x+~r)}
p〉 in inompressible turbulene
has been suessfully modeled by She & Leveque (1994) by assuming that
dissipation ours in the lamentary enters of vortex tubes.
Gas ows in the ISM vary from this idealized piture in a number of im-
portant ways. Most signiantly, they are highly ompressible, with Mah
numbersM ranging from order unity in the warm, diuse ISM, up to as high
as 50 in old, dense moleular louds. Furthermore, the equation of state of
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the gas is very soft due to radiative ooling, so that pressure P ∝ ργ with
the polytropi index falling in the range 0.4 < γ < 1.2 (e.g. Salo et al. 1998,
Ballesteros-Paredes, Vázquez-Semadeni, & Salo 1999b, Spaans & Silk 2000).
Supersoni ows in highly ompressible gas reate strong density perturba-
tions. Early attempts to understand turbulene in the ISM (von Weizsäker
1943, 1951, Chandrasekhar 1949) were based on insights drawn from inom-
pressible turbulene. Although the importane of ompressibility was already
understood, how to inorporate it into the theory remained unlear. Further-
more, ompressible turbulene is only one physial proess that may ause
the strong density inhomogeneities observed in the ISM. Others are thermal
phase transitions (Field, Goldsmith, & Habing 1969, MKee & Ostriker 1977,
Wolre et al. 1995) or gravitational ollapse (e.g. Wada & Norman 1999).
In supersoni turbulene, shok waves oer additional possibilities for dis-
sipation. Shok waves an transfer energy between widely separated sales,
removing the loal nature of the turbulent asade typial of inompressible
turbulene. The spetrum may shift only slightly, however, as the Fourier
transform of a step funtion representative of a perfet shok wave is k−2, so
the assoiated energy spetrum should be lose to ρv2 ∝ k−4, as was indeed
found by Porter, Pouquet, & Woodward (1994). However, even in hypersoni
turbulene, the shok waves do not dissipate all the energy, as rotational mo-
tions ontinue to ontain a substantial fration of the kineti energy, whih
is then dissipated in small vorties. However, Boldyrev (2002) has proposed
a theory of struture funtion saling based on the work of She & Leveque
(1994) using the assumption that dissipation in supersoni turbulene primar-
ily ours in sheet-like shoks, rather than linear laments. This model has
been extended to desribe density struture funtions and exhibits in general
good agreement with numerial results (see Boldyrev, Nordlund, & Padoan
2002).
The driving of interstellar turbulene is neither uniform nor homogeneous.
Controversy still reigns over the most important energy soures at dierent
sales, but it appears likely that isolated and orrelated supernovae dominate
(Ma Low & Klessen 2003). However, it is not yet understood at what sales
expanding, interating blast waves ontribute to turbulene. Analyti esti-
mates have been made based on the radii of the blast waves at late times
(Norman & Ferrara 1996), but never onrmed with numerial models (muh
less experiment).
Finally, interstellar gas is magnetized. Although magneti eld strengths
are diult to measure, with Zeeman line splitting being the best quantitative
method, it appears that elds within an order of magnitude of equipartition
with thermal pressure and turbulent motions are pervasive in the diuse ISM,
most likely maintained by a dynamo driven by the motions of the interstel-
lar gas. A model for the distribution of energy and the saling behavior of
strongly magnetized, inompressible turbulene based on the interation of
shear Alfvén waves is given by Goldreih & Sridhar (1995, 1997) and Ng &
Bhattaharjee (1996). The saling properties of the struture funtions of suh
turbulene was derived from the work of She & Leveque (1994) by Müller &
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Biskamp (2000; also see Biskamp & Müller 2000) by assuming that dissipation
ours in urrent sheets. A theory of very weakly ompressible turbulene has
been derived by using the Mah numberM≪ 1 as a perturbation parameter
(Lithwik & Goldreih 2001), but no further progress has been made towards
analyti models of strongly ompressible magnetohydrodynami (MHD) tur-
bulene with M≫ 1.
With the above in mind, we propose that stellar birth is regulated by in-
terstellar turbulene and its interplay with gravity. Turbulene, even if strong
enough to ounterbalane gravity on global sales, will usually provoke loal
ollapse on small sales. Supersoni turbulene establishes a omplex net-
work of interating shoks, where onverging ows generate regions of high
density. This density enhanement an be suient for gravitational insta-
bility. Collapse sets in. However, the random ow that reates loal density
enhanements also may disperse them again. For loal ollapse to atually
result in the formation of stars, ollapse must be suiently fast for the region
to `deouple' from the ow, i.e. it must be shorter than the typial time inter-
val between two suessive shok passages. The shorter this interval, the less
likely a ontrating region is to survive. Hene, the eieny of star forma-
tion depends strongly on the properties of the underlying turbulent veloity
eld, on its lengthsale and strength relative to gravitational attration. This
priniple holds for star formation throughout all sales onsidered, ranging
from small loal star forming regions in the solar neighborhood up to galaxies
as a whole (see Ma Low & Klessen 2003).
3 Deay and Maintenane of Supersoni Mo-
tions
We rst onsider the question of how to maintain the observed supersoni
motions in moleular louds. As desribed above, magnetohydrodynami
waves were generally thought to provide the means to prevent the dissipa-
tion of interstellar turbulene. However, numerial models have now shown
that they probably do not. One-dimensional simulations of deaying, om-
pressible, isothermal, magnetized turbulene by Gammie & Ostriker (1996)
showed quik deay of kineti energy K in the absene of driving, but found
that the quantitative deay rate depended strongly on initial and boundary
onditions beause of the low dimensionality. Ma Low et al. (1998), Stone,
Ostriker & Gammie (1998), and Padoan & Nordlund (1999) measured the de-
ay rate in diret numerial simulations in three dimensions, using a number
of dierent numerial methods. They uniformly found rather faster deay,
with Ma Low et al. (1998) haraterizing it as K ∝ t−η, with 0.85 < η < 1.1.
A resolution and algorithm study is shown in Figure 1. Magneti elds with
strengths ranging up to equipartition with the turbulent motions (ratio of
thermal to magneti pressures as low as β = 0.025) do indeed redue η to the
lower end of this range, but not below that, while unmagnetized supersoni
turbulene shows values of η ≈ 1− 1.1.
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Figure 1: Deay of 3-dimensional supersoni turbulene for initial Mah
number M = 5 and isothermal equation of state. ZEUS models have 323
(dotted), 643 (short dashed), 1283 (long dashed), or 2563 (solid) zones. SPH
models have 7000 (dotted), 50,000 (short dashed), or 350,000 (solid) partiles.
The panels show a) hydro runs with ZEUS, b) hydro runs with SPH, ) A = 5
MHD runs with ZEUS, and d) A = 1 MHD runs with ZEUS. A = vrms/vA =
vrms/(B
2/4πρ)−1/2 is the Alfvén number. (From Ma Low et al. (1998)).
Stone et al. (1998) and Ma Low (1999) showed that supersoni turbulene
deays in less than a free-fall time under moleular loud onditions, regardless
of whether it is magnetized or unmagnetized. The hydrodynamial result
agrees with the high-resolution, transsoni, deaying models of Porter et al.
(1994). Ma Low (1999) showed that the formal dissipation time τd = K/K˙
saled in units of the free fall time tff is
τd/τff =
1
4πξ
(
32
3
)1/2
κ
Mrms
≃ 3.9
κ
Mrms
, (2)
where ξ = 0.21/π is the energy-dissipation oeient, Mrms = vrms/cs is the
rms Mah number of the turbulene, and κ is the ratio of the driving wave-
length to the Jeans wavelength λJ, whih is the ritial sale for gravitational
ollapse to set in (Jeans 1902). In moleular louds, Mrms is typially ob-
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served to be of order 10 or higher. If the ratio κ < 1, as is probably required to
maintain gravitational support (Léorat et al. 1990), then even strongly mag-
netized turbulene will deay long before the loud ollapses and not markedly
retard the ollapse.
Either observed supersoni motions must be ontinually driven, or moleu-
lar louds must be less than a single free-fall time old. Observational evidene
does suggest that louds are a few free-fall times old, on average, though per-
haps not more than two or three, so there is likely some ontinuing energy
input into the louds (Ballesteros-Paredes, Hartmann, & Vázquez-Semadeni
1999a, Fukui et al. 1999, Elmegreen 2000).
4 Modeling Turbulene in Self-Gravitating Gas
This leads to the question of what eets supersoni turbulene will have
on self-gravitating louds. Can turbulene alone delay gravitational ollapse
beyond a free-fall time? Most analytial approahes to that question are based
on the assumption that the turbulent ow is lose to inompressible, and
are therefore not appliable to interstellar turbulene. However, some more
reent models have made ertain progress in reovering the veloity struture
of ompressible turbulene as well (Boldyrev 2002, Boldyrev, Nordlund, &
Padoan 2002).
Numerial models of highly ompressible, self-gravitating turbulene have
shown the importane of density utuations generated by the turbulene to
understanding support against gravity. Early models were done by Bonazzola
et al. (1987), who used low resolution (32×32 olloation points) alulations
with a two-dimensional spetral ode to support their analytial results. The
hydrodynamial studies by Passot et al. (1988), Léorat et al. (1990), Vázquez-
Semadeni, Passot, & Pouquet (1995) and Ballesteros-Paredes et al. (1999b),
were also restrited to two dimensions, and were foused on the interstel-
lar medium at kiloparse sales rather than moleular louds, although they
were performed with far higher resolution (up to 800× 800 points). Magneti
elds were introdued in these models by Passot, Vázquez-Semadeni, & Pou-
quet (1995), and extended to three dimensions with self-gravity (though at
only 643 resolution) by Vázquez-Semadeni, Passot, & Pouquet (1996). One-
dimensional omputations foused on moleular louds, inluding both MHD
and self-gravity, were presented by Gammie & Ostriker (1996) and Balsara,
Cruther & Pouquet (2001). Ostriker, Gammie, & Stone (1999) extended
their work to 2.5 dimensions more reently.
These models at low resolution, low dimension, or both, suggested sev-
eral important onlusions. First, gravitational ollapse, even in the presene
of magneti elds, does not generate suient turbulene to markedly slow
ontinuing ollapse. Seond, turbulent support against gravitational ollapse
may at at some sales, but not others.
More reently, three-dimensional high-resolution omputations by Klessen
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(2000), Klessen, Heitsh, & Ma Low (2000) and Heitsh, Ma Low, & Klessen
(2001a) have onrmed both of these results. These authors used two dierent
numerial methods: ZEUS-3D (Stone & Norman 1992ab), an Eulerian MHD
ode; and an implementation of smoothed partile hydrodynamis (SPH; Benz
1990, Monaghan 1992), a Lagrangian hydrodynamis method using partiles
as an unstrutured grid. Both odes were used to examine the gravitational
stability of three-dimensional hydrodynamial turbulene at high resolution.
The use of both Lagrangian and Eulerian methods to solve the equations
of self-gravitating hydrodynamis in three dimensions (3D) allowed them to
attempt to braket reality by taking advantage of the strengths of eah ap-
proah. This gives some protetion against interpreting numerial artifats as
physial eets (for a detailed disussion see Klessen et al. 2000).
The omputations disussed here were done on periodi ubes, with an
isothermal equation of state, using up to 2563 zones (with one model at 5123
zones) or 803 SPH partiles. To generate turbulent ows Gaussian veloity
utuations are introdued with power only in a narrow interval k − 1 ≤
|~k| ≤ k, where k = L/λd ounts the number of driving wavelengths λd in the
box (Ma Low et al. 1998). This oers a simple approximation to driving by
mehanisms ating on that sale. To drive the turbulene, this xed pattern
is normalized to maintain onstant kineti energy input rate E˙in = ∆E/∆t
(Ma Low 1999). Self-gravity is turned on only after a state of dynamial
equilibrium has been reahed.
5 Loal versus Global Collapse
First we examine the question of whether gravitational ollapse an generate
enough turbulene to prevent further ollapse. Hydrodynamial SPH models
initialized at rest with Gaussian density perturbations show fast ollapse, with
the rst ollapsed objets forming in a single free-fall time (Klessen, Burkert,
& Bate 1998; Klessen & Burkert 2000, 2001). Models set up with a freely
deaying turbulent veloity eld behaved similarly (Klessen 2000). Further
aretion of gas onto ollapsed objets then ours over the next free-fall time,
dening the predited spread of stellar ages in a freely-ollapsing system. The
turbulene generated by the ollapse (or virialization) does not prevent further
ollapse ontrary to what sometimes has been suggested (e.g. by Elmegreen
1993). The presene of magneti elds does not hange that onlusion (Bal-
sara et al. 2001) as aretion down laments aligned with magneti eld lines
onto ores an our readily. This allows high mass-to-ux ratios to be main-
tained even at small sales, whih is neessary for superritial ollapse to
ontinue after fragmentation ours.
Seond, we examine whether ontinuously driven turbulene an provide
support against gravitational ollapse. The models of driven, self-gravitating
turbulene by Klessen et al. (2000) and Heitsh et al. (2001a) show that loal
ollapse ours even when the turbulent veloity eld arries enough energy
to ounterbalane gravitational ontration on global sales. An example of
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loal ollapse in a globally supported loud is given in Figure 2. A hallmark
of global turbulent support is isolated, ineient, loal ollapse.
Figure 2: Density ubes for model B2h from Klessen et al. (2000), whih
is driven at intermediate wavelengths, shown (a) at the time when gravity is
turned on, (b) when the rst ollapsed ores are formed and have areted
M∗ = 5% of the mass, () when the mass in dense ores is M∗ = 25%, and
(d) when M∗ = 50%. Time is measured in units of the global system free-fall
timesale τff , dark dots indiate the loation of the ollapsed ores.
Thus, highly ompressible turbulene does both, it promotes as well as
prevents ollapse. Its net eet is to inhibit ollapse globally, while at the
same time promoting it loally. The resolution to this apparent paradox lies
in the requirement that any substantial turbulent support must ome from
supersoni ows, as otherwise pressure support would be at least equally im-
portant. Supersoni ows ompress the gas in shoks. In isothermal gas with
density ρ the postshok gas has density ρ′ = M2ρ, where M is the Mah
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number of the shok. The turbulent Jeans length λJ ∝ ρ
′−1/2
in these den-
sity enhanements, so it drops by a fator of M in isothermal shoks making
shok ompressed gas lumps more suseptible to gravitational ollapse. On
the other hand, if we onsider the system on sales exeeding the lengthsale
of turbulene (i.e. in the limit of miroturbulene), we an follow the lassial
piture that treats turbulene as an additional pressure and dene an eetive
sound speed c2
s,eff = c
2
s + v
2
rms/3 (Chandrasekhar 1949). The ritial mass for
gravitational ollapse, the Jeans mass MJ ∝ ρ
−1/2c3s , then strongly inreases
with the turbulent rms veloity dispersion vrms, so that for vrms ≫ cs tur-
bulene ultimately does inhibit ollapse on global sales. Between these two
sales, there is a broad intermediate region, espeially for long wavelength
driving, where loal ollapse an our despite global support.
Klessen et al. (2000) demonstrated that turbulent support an ompletely
prevent ollapse only when it an support not just the average density, but
also these high-density shoked regions, a point that was appreiated already
by Elmegreen (1993) and Vázquez-Semadeni et al. (1995). Two riteria must
be fullled: the rms veloity must be suiently high for the turbulent Jeans
riterion to be met in these regions, and the driving wavelength λd < λJ(ρ
′). If
these two riteria are not fullled, the high-density regions ollapse, although
the surrounding ow remains turbulently supported. The eieny of ollapse
depends on the properties of the supporting turbulene. Suiently strong
driving on short enough sales an prevent loal ollapse for arbitrarily long
periods of time, but suh strong driving may be rather diult to arrange in
a real moleular loud. Furthermore, if we assume that stellar driving soures
have an eetive wavelength lose to their separation, then the ondition that
driving ats on sales smaller then the Jeans wavelength in `typial' shok
generated gas lumps requires the presene of an extraordinarily large number
of stars evenly distributed throughout the loud, with typial separation 0.1
p in Taurus, or only 350 AU in Orion. This is not observed. Very small
driving sales seem also to be at odds with the observed large-sale veloity
elds at least in some moleular louds (e.g. Ossenkopf & Ma Low 2002).
6 Promotion and Prevention of Loal Collapse
The origin of loal ollapse an also be understood in terms of a timesale
argument. Roughly speaking, the lifetime of a lump is determined by the
interval between two suessive passing shoks: the rst reates it, while if
the seond is strong enough, it disrupts the lump again if it has not already
ollapsed (Klein, MKee & Colella 1994, Ma Low et al. 1994). If its lifetime
is long enough, a Jeans unstable lump an ontrat to suiently high den-
sities to eetively deouple from the ambient gas ow. It then beomes able
to survive the enounter with further shok fronts (e.g. Krebs & Hillebrandt
1983), and ontinues to arete from the surrounding gas, forming a dense
ore. The weaker the passing shoks, and the greater the separation between
them, the more likely that ollapse will our. Equivalently, weak driving and
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Figure 3: Density ubes for (a) a model of large-sale driven turbulene
(B1h) and (b) a model of small-sale driven turbulene (B3) at dynamial
stages where the ore mass fration is M∗ = 5%. Compare with Figure 2b.
Together they show the inuene of dierent driving wavelengths for otherwise
idential physial parameters. Larger-sale driving results in ollapsed ores in
more organized struture, while smaller-sale driving results in more randomly
distributed ores. Note the dierent times at whih M∗ = 5% is reahed.
(From Klessen et al. 2000.)
long typial driving wavelengths enhane ollapse. The inuene of the driv-
ing wavelength is more pronouned, however, beause individual shoks sweep
up more mass when the typial wavelength is longer, so density enhanements
resulting from the interation of shoked layers will have larger masses, and
so are more likely to exeed their loal Jeans limit. Turbulent driving meha-
nisms that at on large sales will produe large oherent strutures (laments
of ompressed gas with embedded dense ores) on relatively short timesales
ompared to small-sale driving even if the total kineti energy in the system
is the same. Examples of the density struture of long and small-wavelength
driving, respetively, are given in Figure 3, whih an be diretly ompared
to Figure 2b.
Further insight of how loal ollapse proeeds omes from examining the
mass growth rates in eah model. Figure 4 shows the aretion history for
three sets of models from Klessen et al. (2000). The driving strength inreases
from A over B to C, but is held onstant for eah set of models with the
eetive driving wavelength λd being varied. All models show loal ollapse,
exept at the extreme end, when λd < λJ(ρ
′) (model B5).
The essation of strong aretion onto ores ours long before all gas has
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been areted. This is beause the time that dense ores spend in shok-
ompressed, high-density regions dereases with inreasing driving wavenum-
ber and inreasing driving strength. In the ase of long wavelength driving,
ores form oherently in high-density regions assoiated with one or two large
shok fronts that an aumulate a onsiderable fration of the total mass of
the system. The overall aretion rate is high and ores spend suient time
in this environment to arete a large fration of the total mass in the region.
Any further mass growth has to our from hane enounters with other
dense regions. In the ase of short wavelength driving, the network of shoks
is tightly knit. Cores form in shok generated lumps of small masses beause
individual shoks are not able to sweep up muh matter. Furthermore, in
this rapidly hanging environment the time interval between the formation
of lumps and their destrution is short. The period during whih individual
ores are loated in high-density regions where they are able to arete at
high rate is short as well. So altogether, the global aretion rates are small
and saturate at lower values of M∗ as the driving wavelength is dereased.
Figure 4: FrationM∗ of mass areted in dense ores as funtion of time for
dierent models of self-gravitating supersoni turbulene. The models dier
by driving strength and driving wavenumber, as indiated in the gure. The
mass in the box is initially unity, so the solid urves are formally unsupported,
while the others are formally supported. The gure shows how the eieny
of loal ollapse depends on the sale and strength of turbulent driving. Time
is measured in units of the global system free-fall timesale τff . Only a model
driven strongly at sales smaller than the Jeans wavelength λJ in shok-
ompressed regions shows no ollapse at all. (From Klessen et al. 2000.
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7 Clustered versus Isolated Star Formation
Dierent star formation regions present dierent distributions of protostars
and pre-main sequene stars. In some regions, suh as the Taurus moleular
loud, stars form isolated from other stars, sattered throughout the loud
(Mizuno et al. 1995). In other regions, they form in lusters, as in L1630 in
Orion (Lada 1992), or even more extremely in starburst regions suh as 30
Doradus (Walborn et al. 1999; for a review see Zinneker et al. 1993).
Numerial simulations of self-gravitating turbulent louds demonstrate
that the length sale and strength at whih energy is inserted into the system
determine the struture of the turbulent ow and therefore the loations at
whih stars are most likely to form. Large-sale driving leads to large oherent
shok strutures (see e.g. Figure 3a). Loal ollapse ours predominantly in
laments and layers of shoked gas and is very eient in onverting gas into
stars. This leads to what we an identify as `lustered' mode of star formation:
stars form in oherent aggregates and lusters. Even more so, this applies to
regions of moleular gas that have beome deoupled from energy input. As
turbulene deays, these regions begin to ontrat and form dense lusters
of stars with very high eieny on about a free-fall time sale (Klessen et
al. 1998, Klessen & Burkert 2000). The same holds for insuient support,
i.e. for regions where energy input is not strong enough to ompletely balane
gravity. They too will ontrat to form dense stellar lusters.
The `isolated' mode of star formation ours in moleular loud regions
that are supported by driving soures that at on small sales and in an
inoherent or stohasti manner. In this ase, individual shok indued density
utuations form at random loations and evolve more or less independently
of eah other. The resulting stellar population is widely dispersed throughout
the loud and, as ollapsing lumps are exposed to frequent shok interation,
the overall star formation rate is low.
These points are illustrated in Figure 5, whih shows the distribution of
ollapsed ores in several models with strong enough turbulene to formally
support against ollapse. Coherent, eient loal ollapse ours in model
B1, where the turbulene is driven strongly at long wavelengths (ompare
with Figure 3). Inoherent, ineient ollapse ours in model B3, on the
other hand, where turbulene is driven at small sales. Individual ores form
independently of eah other at random loations and random times, are widely
distributed throughout the entire volume, and exhibit onsiderable age spread.
In the deaying turbulene model, one the kineti energy level has dereased
suiently, all spatial modes of the system ontrat gravitationally, inluding
the global ones (Klessen 2000). As in the ase of large-sale shok ompression,
stars form more or less oevally in a limited volume with high eieny.
Despite the fat that both turbulene driven on large sales and freely
deaying turbulene lead to star formation in aggregates and lusters, Figure 6
suggests a possible way to distinguish between them. Deaying turbulene
typially leads to the formation of a bound stellar luster, while aggregates
assoiated with large-sale, oherent, shok fronts often have higher veloity
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 5: Comparison of ollapsed ore loations between two globally stable
models with dierent driving wavelength projeted into (a) the xy-plane and
into (b) the xz-plane. B1 with k = 1−2 is driven at large sales, and B3 with
k = 7 − 8 is driven at small ones. Plots () and (d) show the ore loations
for model B1 now ontrasted with a simulation of deaying turbulene from
Klessen (2000). The snapshots are seleted suh that the mass aumulated
in dense ores is M∗ <∼ 20%. Note the dierent times needed for the dierent
models to reah this point. For model B1 data are taken at t = 1.1, for B3
at t = 12.3. The simulation of freely deaying turbulene is shown at t = 1.1.
All times are normalized to the global free-fall timesale of the system. (From
Klessen et al. 2000.)
dispersions that result in their omplete dispersal. Note, however, that at the
late stages of dynamial evolution shown in Figure 6, the model beomes less
appropriate, as feedbak from newly formed stars is not inluded. Ionization
and outows from the stars formed rst will likely retard or even prevent the
aretion of the remaining gas onto protostars, possibly preventing a bound
luster from forming even in the ase of freely deaying turbulene.
The ontrol of star formation by supersoni turbulene gives rise to a
ontinuous but artiulated piture. There may not be physially distint
modes of star formation, but qualitatively dierent behaviors do appear over
the range of possible turbulent ows. The apparent dihotomy between a
lustered mode of star formation and an isolated one, as disussed by Lada
(1992) for L1630 and Strom, Strom, & Merrill (1993) for L1641, disappears,
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a) b)
Figure 6: Core positions for model B1 (k = 1− 2) and the deay model when
the ore mass fration is M∗ ≈ 65%, projeted into (a) the xy-plane and (b)
the xz-plane (ompare with Figure 5 & d). For B1 the time is t = 8.7 and
for deay model t = 2.1. Whereas the luster in B1 is ompletely dissolved
and the stars are widely dispersed throughout the omputational volume, the
luster in the deay simulation remains bound. (From Klessen et al. 2000.)
if a dierent balane between turbulent strength and gravity holds at the
relevant length sales in these dierent louds.
Turbulent ows tend to have hierarhial struture (Lesieur 1997) whih
may explain the hierarhial distribution of stars in star forming regions shown
by statistial studies of the distribution of neighboring stars in young stellar
lusters (e.g. in Taurus, see Larson 1995). Hierarhial lustering seems to
be a ommon feature of all star forming regions (e.g. Efremov & Elmegreen
1998). It is a natural outome of turbulent fragmentation.
8 Timesales of Star Formation
Turbulent ontrol of star formation predits that stellar lusters form predom-
inantly in regions that are insuiently supported by turbulene or where
only large-sale driving is ative. In the absene of driving, moleular loud
turbulene deays more quikly than the free-fall timesale τff (Eq. 2), so
dense stellar lusters will form on the free-fall timesale. Even in the presene
of support from large-sale driving, substantial ollapse still ours within
a few free-fall timesales, see Figure and 7a. If the dense ores followed in
these models ontinue to ollapse on a short timesale to build up stellar ob-
jets in their enters, then this diretly implies the star formation timesale.
Therefore the age distribution will be roughly τff for stellar lusters that form
oherently with high star formation eieny. When saled to low densities,
say n(H2) ≈ 10
2 cm−3 and T ≈ 10K, the global free-fall timesale in the
models is τff = 3.3× 10
6
years. If star forming louds suh as Taurus indeed
have ages of order τff , as suggested by Ballesteros-Paredes et al. (1999), then
the long star formation time omputed here is quite onsistent with the very
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Figure 7: Masses of individual protostars as funtion of time in SPH models
(a) B1 driven at large sales with k = 1−2 driving, (b) B2 with k = 3−4 driv-
ing, i.e. at intermediate sales, and () B3 with k = 7− 8 small-sale driving.
The urves represent the formation and aretion histories of individual pro-
tostars. For the sake of larity, only every other ore is shown in (a) and (b),
whereas in () the evolution of every single ore is plotted. Time is given in
units of the global free-fall time τff . Note the dierent timesale in eah plot.
In the depited time interval models B1 and B2 reah a ore mass fration
M∗ = 70%, and both form roughly 50 ores. Model B3 reahes M∗ = 35%
and forms only 25 ores. Figure (d) ompares the distributions of formation
times. The age spread inreases with dereasing driving sale showing that
lustered ore formation should lead to a oeval stellar population, whereas a
distributed stellar population should exhibit onsiderable age spread. (From
Klessen et al. 2000.)
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low star formation eienies seen in Taurus (e.g. Leisawitz et al. 1989, Palla
& Stahler 2000, Hartmann 2001), as the loud simply has not had time to
form many stars. In the ase of high-density regions, n(H2) ≈ 10
5 cm−3 and
T ≈ 10K, the dynamial evolution proeeds muh faster and the orrespond-
ing free-fall times drops to τff = 10
5
years. These values are indeed supported
by observational data suh as the formation timesale of the Orion Trapezium
luster. It is inferred to stem from gas of density n(H2) <∼ 10
5 cm−3, and is
estimated to be less than 106 years old (Hillenbrand & Hartmann 1998). The
age spread in the models inreases with inreasing driving wavenumber k and
inreasing 〈MJ〉turb, as shown in Figure 7. Long periods of ore formation
for globally supported louds appear onsistent with the low eienies of
star-formation in regions of isolated star formation, suh as Taurus, even if
they are rather young objets with ages of order τff .
9 Eets of Magneti Fields
So far, we onentrated on the eets of purely hydrodynami turbulene.
How does the piture disussed here hange, if we onsider the presene of
magneti elds? Magneti elds may alter the dynamial state of a moleular
loud suiently to prevent gravitationally unstable regions from ollapsing
(MKee 1999). They have been hypothesized to support moleular louds
either magnetostatially or dynamially through MHD waves.
Moushovias & Spitzer (1976) derived an expression for the ritial mass-
to-ux ratio in the enter of a loud for magnetostati support. Assuming
ideal MHD, a self-gravitating loud of mass M permeated by a uniform ux
Φ is stable if the mass-to-ux ratio
M
Φ
<
(
M
Φ
)
cr
(3)
with (M/Φ)cr = cΦG
−1/2
. The exat value depends on the geometry and the
eld and density distribution of the loud. A loud is termed subritial if it is
magnetostatially stable and superritial if it is not. Moushovias & Spitzer
(1976) determined that cΦ = 0.13 for spherial louds. Assuming a on-
stant mass-to-ux ratio in a ylindrial region results in cΦ = 1/(2π) ≈ 0.16
(Nakano & Nakamura 1978). Without any other mehanism of support suh
as turbulene ating along the eld lines, a magnetostatially supported loud
will ollapse to a sheet whih then will be supported against further ollapse.
Fiege & Pudritz (2000) disussed a sophistiated version of this magnetostati
support mehanism, in whih poloidal and toroidal elds aligned in the right
onguration ould prevent a loud lament from fragmenting and ollapsing.
Investigation of the seond alternative, support by MHD waves, onen-
trates mostly on the eet of Alfvén waves, as they (1) are not as subjet
to damping as magnetosoni waves and (2) an exert a fore along the mean
eld, as shown by Dewar (1970) and Shu et al. (1987). This is beause Alfvén
waves are transverse waves, so they ause perturbations δ ~B perpendiular to
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Figure 8: Two-dimensional slies of 2563 models from Heitsh et al. (2001a)
driven at large sales with wavenumbers k = 1− 2 hard enough that the mass
in the box represents only 1/15 〈MJ〉turb, and with initially vertial magneti
elds strong enough to give ritial mass frations as shown. The slies are
taken at the loation of the zone with the highest density at the time when
10% of the total mass has been areted onto dense ores. The plot is entered
on this zone. Arrows denote veloities in the plane. The length of the largest
arrows orresponds to a veloity of v ∼ 20cs. The density greysale is given
in the olorbar. As elds beome stronger, they inuene the ow more,
produing anisotropi struture. (From Heitsh et al. 2001a.)
the mean magneti eld
~B. MKee & Zweibel (1995) argue that Alfvén waves
an even lead to an isotropi pressure, assuming that the waves are neither
damped nor driven. However, in order to support a region against self-gravity,
the waves would have to propagate outwardly, rather than inwardly, whih
would only further ompress the loud. Thus, as Shu et al. (1987) omment,
this mehanism requires a negative radial gradient in wave soures in the
loud.
It an be demonstrated (e.g. Heitsh et al. 2001a) that supersoni turbu-
lene does not ause a magnetostatially supported region to ollapse, and
vie versa, that in the absene of magnetostati support, MHD waves annot
ompletely prevent ollapse, although they an retard it to some degree. In
the ase of a subritial region with M < Mcr sheets of high density gas
form perpendiular to the eld lines. Turbulene an shift the sheets along
the eld lines without hanging the mass-to-ux ratio, but ollapse does not
our, beause the shok waves annot sweep gas aross eld lines and the
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Figure 9: Upper panel: Core-mass aretion rates for 10 dierent low-
resolution models (N = 643 ells) of purely hydrodynami turbulene with
equal parameter set but dierent realizations of the turbulent veloity eld.
The thik line shows a mean aretion rate, alulated from averaging over
the sample. For omparison, higher-resolution runs with idential parame-
ters but N = 1283 and N = 2563 are shown as well. The latter one an be
regarded as an envelope for the low resolution models. Lower panel: Mass
aretion rates for various models with dierent magneti eld strength and
resolution. Common to all models is the ourrene of loal ollapse and
star formation regardless of the detailed hoie of parameters, as long as the
system is magnetostatially superritially (Heitsh et al. 2001a).
entire region is initially supported magnetostatially.
A superritial loud withM > Mcr ould only be stabilized by MHD wave
pressure. This is insuient to ompletely prevent gravitational ollapse, as
shown in Figure 8. The eet of the magneti eld on the morphology of
the loud is week, and ollapse ours in all models of unmagnetized and
magnetized turbulene regardless of the numerial resolution and magneti
eld strength as long as the system is magnetially superritial. This is
shown more quantitatively in Figure 9. Eets of numerial resolution make
themselves felt in dierent ways in hydrodynamial and MHD models. In
the hydrodynamial ase, higher resolution results in thinner shoks and thus
higher peak densities. These higher density peaks form ores with deeper
potential wells that arete more mass and are more stable against disruption.
Higher resolution in the MHD models, on the other hand, better resolves
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short-wavelength MHD waves, whih apparently an delay ollapse, but not
prevent it. This result extends to models with 5123 zones (Heitsh et al.
2001b).
10 Mass Growth of Protostellar Cores
Supersoni turbulene is able to produe star forming regions that vary enor-
mously in sale. The most likely outome of turbulent moleular loud frag-
mentation in the Milky Way are stellar aggregates or lusters (Adams &Myers
2001). The number density of protostars and protostellar ores in the extreme
ases the an be high enough for mutual dynamial interation to beome im-
portant. This has important onsequenes for the mass growth history of
individual stars and the subsequent dynamial evolution of the nasent stel-
lar luster, beause this introdues a further degree of stohastiity to the
star formation proess in addition to the statistial haos assoiated with
turbulene and turbulent fragmentation in the rst plae.
Klessen (2001a) onsiders the formation of a nasent star luster for the
ase where turbulene is deayed and has left behind randomGaussian utua-
tions in the density struture. As the system ontrats gravitationally, a dense
luster of protostellar ores builds up on a timesale of about two to three free-
fall times. The protostellar aretion rates in this environment are strongly
time variable, as illustrated in Figure 10, whih is a diret result of the mutual
dynamial interation and ompetition between protostellar ores. While gas
lumps ollapse to build up protostars, they may merge as they follow the
ow pattern towards the luster potential minimum. The timesales for both
proesses are omparable. The density and veloity struture of merged gas
lumps generally diers signiantly from their progenitor lumps, and the
preditions for isolated ores are no longer valid. More importantly, these
new larger lumps ontain multiple protostars, whih subsequently ompete
with eah other for the aretion from a ommon gas reservoir. The most
massive protostar in a lump is hereby able to arete more matter than its
ompetitors (also Bonnell et al. 1997, Klessen & Burkert 2000, Bonnell et
al. 2001). Its aretion rate is enhaned through the lump merger, whereas
the aretion rate of low-mass ores typially dereases. Temporary are-
tion peaks in the wake of lump mergers are visible in abundane in Figure
10. Furthermore, the small aggregates of ores that build up are dynamially
unstable and low-mass ores may be ejeted. As they leave the high-density
environment, aretion terminates and their nal mass is reahed.
The typial density proles of gas lumps that give birth to protostars ex-
hibit a at inner ore, followed by a density fall-o ρ ∝ r−2, and are trunated
at some nite radius (see Figure 13 in Klessen & Burkert 2000), whih in the
dense enters of lusters often is due to tidal interation with neighboring
ores. As result, a short-lived initial phase of strong aretion ours when
the at inner part of the pre-stellar lump ollapses. This orresponds to the
lass 0 phase of protostellar evolution (André et al. 2000). If these ores were
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Figure 10: Time-varying protostellar mass aretion rates in a dense luster
environment. The left panel shows aretion rate M˙ versus time after for-
mation t − tform for 49 randomly seleted protostellar ores in a numerial
model of moleular loud fragmentation from Klessen & Burkert (2000). For-
mation time tform is dened by the rst ourane of a hydrostati objet in
the interior of a ollapsing gas lump. To link individual aretion histories
to the overall luster evolution, tform is indiated in the upper right orner
of eah plot and measures the elapsed time sine the start of the simulation.
The free-fall timesale of the onsidered moleular region is τff ≈ 10
5
years.
The right panel plots for the same ores M˙ as funtion of the areted mass
M with respet to the nal mass Mend, whih is indiated in the enter of
eah plot. Note that the mass range spans two orders of magnitude. (From
Klessen 2001a.)
to remain isolated and unperturbed, the mass growth rate would gradually
deline in time as the outer envelope aretes onto the enter. This is the
lass I phase. One the trunation radius is reahed, aretion fades and the
objet enters the lass II phase. This behavior is expeted from analytial
models (e.g. Henriksen et al. 1997) and agrees with other numerial studies
(e.g. Foster & Chevalier 1993). However, ollapse does not start from rest
for the density utuations onsidered here, and the aretion rates exeed
the theoretially predited values even for the most isolated objets in the
simulation.
The most massive protostars begin to form rst and ontinue to arete
at high rate throughout the entire luster evolution. As the most massive
gas lumps tend to have the largest density ontrast, they are the rst to
ollapse and onstitute the enter of the nasent luster. These protostars are
fed at high rate and gain mass very quikly. As their parental lumps merge
with others, more gas is fed into their `sphere of inuene'. They are able to
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maintain or even inrease the aretion rate when ompeting with lower-mass
objets (e.g. ore 1 and 8 in Figure 10). Low-mass stars, on average, tend to
form somewhat later in the dynamial evolution of the system (as indiated
by the absolute formation times in Figure 10), and typially have only short
periods of high aretion.
As high-mass stars are assoiated with large ore masses, while low-mass
stars ome from low-mass ores, the stellar population in lusters is predited
to be mass segregated right from the beginning. High-mass stars form in the
enter, lower-mass stars tend to form towards the luster outskirts. This is in
agreement with reent observational ndings for the luster NGC330 in the
Small Magellani Cloud (Sirianni et al. 2002). Dynamial eets during the
embedded phase of star luster evolution will enhane this initial segregation
even further.
11 Mass Spetra from Turbulent Fragmentation
As disussed before, a full understanding of turbulent moleular loud frag-
mentation should in priniple allow for a predition of the distribution of
stellar masses (e.g. Larson 1981, Flek 1982, Elmegreen 1993, Padoan 1995,
Padoan & Nordlund). However, a omplete theory of ompressible interstellar
turbulene is still out of reah, and we have to resort to numerial modeling
instead to make some progress. To illustrate this point we examine the mass
spetra of gas lumps and ollapsed ores from models of self-gravitating,
isothermal, supersoni turbulene driven with dierent wavelengths (Klessen
2001b). In the absene of magneti elds and more aurate equations of state,
these models an only be illustrative, not denitive, but nevertheless they of-
fer insight into the proesses ating to form the initial stellar mass funtion
(IMF; for a review see Kroupa 2002). Figure 11 plots for four dierent models
the mass distribution of gas lumps, of the subset of gravitationally unstable
lumps, and of ollapsed ores, at four dierent evolutionary phases. In the
initial phase, before loal ollapse begins to our, the lump mass spetrum
is not well desribed by a single power law. During subsequent evolution,
as lumps merge and grow bigger, the mass spetrum extends towards larger
masses, approahing a power law with slope α ≈ −1.5. Loal ollapse sets in
and results in the formation of dense ores most quikly in the freely ollaps-
ing model. The inuene of gravity on the lump mass distribution weakens
when turbulene dominates over gravitational ontration on the global sale,
as in the other three models. The more the turbulent energy dominates over
gravity, the more the spetrum resembles the initial ase of pure hydrody-
nami turbulene. This suggests that the lump mass spetrum in moleular
louds will be shallower in regions where gravity dominates over turbulent
energy. This may explain the observed range of slopes for the lump mass
spetrum in dierent moleular loud regions (e.g. Kramer et al. 1998).
Like the distribution of Jeans-unstable lumps, the mass spetrum of dense
protostellar ores resembles a log-normal in the model without turbulent sup-
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Figure 11: Mass spetra of dense ollapsed ores (hathed thik-lined his-
tograms), of gas lumps (thin lines), and of the subset of Jeans unstable
lumps (thin lines, hathed distribution) for four turbulene models. Gaussian
density perturbations without turbulene leads to global ollapse, while three
models with turbulene are nominally supported on driven on long, interme-
diate or short sales, respetively, as indiated by the driving wavenumbers k.
Masses are binned logarithmially and normalized to the average Jeans mass
〈mJ〉. The left olumn gives the initial state of the system, the seond olumn
shows the mass spetra when m∗ ≈ 5% of the mass is areted onto dense
ores, the third olumn shows m∗ ≈ 30%, and the last one m∗ ≈ 60%. For
omparison with power-law spetra (dN/dm ∝ mν), a slope α = −1.5 typi-
al for the observed lump mass distribution, and the Salpeter (1955) slope
α = −2.33 for the IMF, are indiated by the dotted lines. The vertial line
shows the resolution limit of the numerial model. In olumns 3 and 4, the
long dashed urve shows the best log-normal t. (From Klessen 2001b.)
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port and in the one with long-wavelength turbulent driving, with a peak
at roughly the average thermal Jeans mass 〈mJ〉 of the system. However,
models supported at shorter wavelength have mass spetra muh atter than
observed, suggesting that lump merging and ompetitive aretion are impor-
tant fators leading to a log-normal mass spetrum. The protostellar lusters
disussed here only ontain between 50 and 100 ores. This allows for ompar-
ison with the IMF only around the harateristi mass sale, typially about
1M⊙, sine the numbers are too small to study the very low- and high-mass
end of the distribution. Fousing on low-mass star formation, however, Bate,
Bonnell, & Bromm (2002) demonstrate that brown dwarfs are a natural and
frequent outome of turbulent fragmentation. In this model, brown dwarfs
form when dense moleular gas fragments into unstable multiple systems that
ejet their smallest members from the dense gas before they have been able
to arete to stellar masses. Numerial models with suient dynami range
to treat the full range of stellar masses remain yet to be done.
12 Sales of Interstellar Turbulene
Turbulene has self-similar properties only within a ertain range of sales.
The upper end typially is assoiated with the global extent of the system
or with the sale at whih energy is inserted. The lower sale is the energy
dissipation sale of the system where turbulent kineti energy is onverted
into random motion, into heat. In purely hydrodynami systems this is the
sale where moleular visosity beomes important.
In interstellar louds this situation may be dierent. It was rst shown
by Zweibel & Josafatsson (1983) that ambipolar diusion would be the most
important dissipation mehanism in typial moleular louds with very low
ionization frations x = ρi/ρn, where ρi is the density of ions, ρn is the density
of neutrals, and ρ = ρi + ρn. The ambipolar diusion strength is dened as
λAD = v
2
A/νni, (4)
where v2
A
= B2/4πρn approximates the eetive Alfvén speed for the oupled
neutrals and ions if ρn ≫ ρi, and νni = γρi is the rate at whih eah neutral
is hit by ions. The oupling onstant depends on the ross-setion for ion-
neutral interation, and for typial moleular loud onditions has a value
of γ ≈ 9.2 × 1013 m3 s−1g−1 (e.g. Smith & Ma Low 1997). Zweibel &
Brandenburg (1997) dene an ambipolar diusion Reynolds number as
RAD = L˜V˜ /λAD =MAL˜νni/vA, (5)
whih must fall below unity for ambipolar diusion to be important, where
L˜ and V˜ are the harateristi length and veloity sales, and MA = V˜ /vA
is the harateristi Alfvén Mah number. In our situation we again an take
the rms veloity as typial value for V˜ . By setting RAD = 1, we an derive a
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ritial lengthsale below whih ambipolar diusion is important
L˜cr =
vA
MAνni
≈ (0.041 p)
(
B
10µG
)
MA
−1
( x
10−6
)−1 ( nn
103 cm−3
)−3/2
,
(6)
with the magneti eld strength B, the ionization fration x, the neutral num-
ber density nn, and where we have taken ρn = µnn, with µ = 2.36mH. This is
onsistent with typial sizes of protostellar ores (e.g. Bamann et al. 2000), if
we assume that ionization and magneti eld both depend on the density of the
region and follow the empirial laws ni = 3×10
−3 cm−3 (nn/10
5 cm−3)1/2 (e.g.
Moushovias 1991) and B ≈ 30µG(nn/10
3 cm−3)1/2 (e.g. Cruther 1999).
On large sales, an maximum upper limit to the turbulent asade in the
Milky Way is given by the extent and thikness of the Galati disk. This
is indeed the true upper sale, if moleular louds are reated by onverging
large-sale ows generated by the olletive inuene of reurring supernovae
explosions. For individual moleular louds this means, that turbulent energy
is fed in at sales beyond the size of the onsidered loud. The bulk of its
turbulent energy ontent is then generated in the event of loud assembly,
whih then dissipates rapidly resulting in short loud life times. The same
ompressional motions that reated the loud in the rst plae, however, may
also at as ontinuing soure of kineti energy during some initial period (e.g.
Walder & Folini 2000, Hartmann, Ballesteros-Paredes, & Bergin 2001), thus
extending the overall loud lifetime to a few rossing times. This energy
asades down to supply turbulene on smaller sales within the loud. This
piture of moleular loud turbulene being driven by large-sale, external
soures is strongly support by analysis of veloity struture whih is always is
dominated by the large-sale modes in all louds observed (Ossenkopf & Ma
Low 2002).
13 Eieny of Star Formation
The global star formation eieny in normal moleular louds is usually
estimated to be of the order of a few per ent. Their life times may be on the
order of a few rossing times, i.e. a few 106 years (Ballesteros-Paredes et al.
1999a, Fukui et al. 1999, Elmegreen 2000). In this ase nearly all models of
interstellar turbulene disussed above are onsistent with the observed overall
eienies. If moleular louds survive for several tens of their free-fall time τff
(i.e. a few 107 years as proposed by Blitz & Shu 1980), turbulene models are
more strongly onstrained. However, even in this ase models with parameters
reasonable for Galati moleular louds an maintain global eienies below
M∗ = 5% for 10 τff (Klessen et al. 2000). Furthermore, it needs to be noted
that the loal star formation eieny in moleular louds an reah very
high values. For example, the Trapezium star luster in Orion is likely to
have formed with an eieny of about 50% (Hillenbrand & Hartmann 1998),
ompared to a value of 5% proposed for Taurus-Aurigae.
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14 Termination of Loal Star Formation
It remains quite unlear what terminates stellar birth on sales of individual
star forming regions, and even whether these proesses are the primary fator
determining the overall eieny of star formation in a moleular loud. Three
main possibilities exist. First, feedbak from the stars themselves in the form
of ionizing radiation and stellar outows may heat and stir surrounding gas
up suiently to prevent further ollapse and aretion. Seond, aretion
might peter out either when all the high density, gravitationally unstable gas
in the region has been areted in individual stars, or after a more dynamial
period of ompetitive aretion, leaving any remaining gas to be dispersed by
the bakground turbulent ow. Third, bakground ows may sweep through,
destroying the loud, perhaps in the same way that it was reated in the rst
plae. Most likely the astrophysial truth lies in some ombination of all three
possibilities.
If a stellar luster formed in a moleular loud ontains OB stars, then the
radiation eld and stellar wind from these high-mass stars strongly inuene
the surrounding loud material. The UV ux ionizes gas out beyond the loal
star forming region. Ionization heats the gas, raising its Jeans mass, and pos-
sibly preventing further protostellar mass growth or new star formation. The
termination of aretion by stellar feedbak has been suggested at least sine
the alulations of ionization by Oort & Spitzer (1955). Whitworth (1979) and
Yorke et al. (1989) omputed the destrutive eets of individual blister Hii
regions on moleular louds, while Frano et al. (1994) and Diaz-Miller et al.
(1998) onluded that indeed the ionization from massive stars may limit the
overall star forming apaity of moleular louds to about 5%. Matzner (2002)
analytially modeled the eets of ionization on moleular louds, onluding
as well that turbulene driven by Hii regions ould support and eventually
destroy moleular louds. The key question faing these models is whether
Hii region expansion ouples eiently to lumpy, inhomogeneous moleular
louds, a question probably best addressed with numerial simulations.
Bipolar outows are a dierent manifestation of protostellar feedbak, and
may also strongly modify the properties of star forming regions (Norman
& Silk 1980, Adams & Fatuzzo 1996). Reently Matzner & MKee (2000)
modeled the ability of bipolar outows to terminate low-mass star formation,
nding that they an limit star formation eienies to 3050%, although
they are ineetive in more massive regions. How important these proesses
are ompared to simple exhaustion of available reservoirs of dense gas (Klessen
et al. 2000) remains an important question.
The models relying on exhaustion of the reservoir of dense gas argue that
only dense gas will atually ollapse, and that only a small fration of the
total available gas reahes suiently high densities, due to ooling (Shaye
2002), gravitational ollapse and turbulent triggering (Elmegreen 2002), or
both (Wada, Meurer, & Norman 2002). This of ourse pushes the question
of loal star formation eieny up to larger sales, whih may indeed be the
orret plae to ask it.
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Other models fous on ompetitive aretion in loal star formation, show-
ing that the distribution of masses in a single group or luster an be well
explained by assuming that star formation is fairly eient in the dense ore,
but that stars that randomly start out slightly heavier tend to fall towards
the enter of the ore and arete disproportionately more gas (Bonnell et
al. 1997, 2001). These models have reently been alled into question by the
observation that the stars in lower density young groups in Serpens simply
have not had the time to engage in ompetitive aretion, but still have a
normal IMF (Olmi & Testi 2002).
Finally, star formation in dense louds reated by turbulent ows may be
terminated by the same ows that reated them. Ballesteros-Paredes et al.
(1999a) suggested that the oordination of star formation over large moleular
louds, and the lak of post-T Tauri stars with ages greater than about 10Myr
tightly assoiated with those louds, ould be explained by their formation
in a larger-sale turbulent ow. Hartmann et al. (2001) make the detailed
argument that these ows may disrupt the louds after a relatively short
time, limiting their star formation eieny that way. It an be argued that
eld supernovae are the most likely driver for this bakground turbulene in
spiral galaxies like the Milky Way (Ma Low & Klessen 2003).
15 Summary: The Control of Star Formation
by Supersoni Turbulene
In this review we have proposed that star formation is regulated by interstel-
lar turbulene and its interplay with gravity. We have disussed that this new
approah an explain the same observations suessfully desribed by the so
alled standard theory, while also addressing (and resolving!) its inonsis-
tenies with other observed properties of Galati star forming regions.
The key point to this new understanding of star formation in Galati
moleular louds lies in the properties of interstellar turbulene. Turbulene
is observed in the interstellar medium almost ubiquitously and is typially
supersoni as well as super-Alfvéni. It is energeti enough to ounterbalane
gravity on global sales, but at the same time it may provoke loal ollapse on
small sales. This apparent paradox an be resolved when onsidering that
supersoni turbulene establishes a omplex network of interating shoks,
where onverging ows generate regions of high density. This density en-
hanement an be suiently large for gravitational instability to set in. The
same random ow that reates density enhanements, however, may disperse
them again. For loal ollapse to result in stellar birth, it must progress
suiently fast for the region to `deouple' from the ow. Typial ollapse
timesales are hereby of the same order as the lifetimes of shok-generated
density utuations in the turbulent gas. This makes the outome highly
unpreditable. As stars are born through a sequene of stohasti events,
any theory of star formation is in essene a statistial one with quantitative
preditions only possible for an ensemble of stars.
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In the new piture, the eieny of protostellar ore formation, the growth
rates and nal masses of the protostars, essentially all properties of nasent
star lusters depend on the intriate interplay between gravity on the one hand
side and the turbulent veloity eld in the loud on the other. The star for-
mation rate is regulated not just at the sale of individual star-forming ores
through ambipolar diusion balaning magnetostati support, but rather at
all sales (Elmegreen 2002), via the dynamial proesses that determine whe-
ther regions of gas beome unstable to prompt gravitational ollapse. The
presene of magneti elds does not alter that piture signiantly, as long
as they are too weak for magnetostati support, whih is indiated by obser-
vations (Cruther 1999, Bourke et al. 2001). In partiular, magneti elds
annot prevent the deay of interstellar turbulene, whih in turn needs to be
ontinuously driven or else stars form quikly and with high eieny
Ineient, isolated star formation will our in regions whih are sup-
ported by turbulene arrying most of its energy on very small sales. This
typially requires an unrealistially large number of driving soures and ap-
pears at odds with the measured veloity struture in moleular louds whih
in almost all ases is dominated by large-sale modes. The dominant pathway
to star formation therefore seems to involve loud regions large enough to give
birth to aggregates or lusters of stars. This is baked up by areful stellar
population analysis indiating that most stars in the Milky Way formed in
open lusters with a few hundred member stars (Adams & Myers 2001).
Clusters of stars build up in moleular loud regions where self-gravity
overwhelms turbulene, either beause suh regions are ompressed by a large-
sale shok, or beause interstellar turbulene is not replenished and deays
on short timesales. Then, many gas lumps beome gravitationally unstable
synhronously and start to ollapse. If the number density is high, ollapsing
gas lumps may merge to produe new lumps whih now ontain multiple
protostars. Mutual dynamial interations beome ommon, with lose en-
ounters drastially altering the protostellar trajetories, thus hanging the
mass aretion rates. This has important onsequenes for the IMF. Already
in their infany, i.e. already in the deeply embedded phase, very dense stellar
lusters are expeted to be strongly inuened by ollisional dynamis.
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